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The Habitat Program at the NH Fish and Game Department manages over 60,000 acres of Wildlife
Management Areas, monitors over 20,000 acres of conservation easements, and works with the
Department of Natural and Cultural Resources to improve habitats on state forests and parks, among
many other habitat related activities. Get an update of the program’s activities on state lands during
the 1st half of 2020 by reading below.

REGION 1 – NORTHERN NH
Connecticut Lakes Natural Area, Pittsburg - CLNA Manager Jill
Kilborn completed a timber harvest on the South Bay Bog area last
winter with help from other Region 1 staff and DNCR foresters. It will
complement the very first timber sale on the CLNA which took place in
2009. During that sale there was a focus on aspen along the winter
road that runs through the South Bay Bog area. That work resulted in
some excellent aspen regeneration which was expanded upon in this
latest entry. One-half to one-acre groups were harvested in the
surrounding hardwood stands to promote new understory growth and
better wildlife cover. In between the groups, thinning was done to
promote mast production of beech and cherry. In addition to the
habitat work, Jill is working on contracts to regrade the 9-mile East
Inlet road that was resurfaced a few years ago and that provides
access to East Inlet, Boundary Pond, and the 14,000-acre Nature
Preserve on the CLNA. Several miles of other gravel roads will also
be brushed back with a mower and pot holes filled.

Not sure what a shelterwood,
group selection, or thinning is
and how they can benefit
wildlife? Learn more by
clicking here.
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Jill has also been working with regional partners within the Upper CT River Watershed Cooperative
Invasive Species Management Area (CISMA) to document the location and extent of invasive exotic
plants within that watershed, and working with landowners to control them. This summer the CISMA
is conducting follow up treatments with private landowners throughout the Upper Connecticut
watershed, with a particular focus on knotweed populations along the main stem of the Connecticut
River. Doing so will help prevent expansion of knotweed via flooding events that commonly carry
seed and root segments downstream to new areas. The CISMA is also looking for grant funding to
continue treatments and research on mechanical treatments to minimize the use of chemicals.
Bofinger WMA, Dummer – Last winter, a brontosaurus mower
was used to knock back alder and young forest along the
edges of agricultural fields and a singing ground maintained
for woodcock. Field edges and other patches of alder, aspen,
and birch are being maintained in four different size classes
via rotational mowing to maintain habitat diversity and ensure
availability of young forest habitat in the long term. Habitat
Biologist Denyce Gagne implemented the work there.
CT River Drivers WMA, Colebrook - Led by our partners at the
NH Chapter of The Nature Conservancy (TNC), additional
silver maple and blight-resistant American elm will be planted
A brontosaurus mower operating at the
on the unused portion of the CT River boat access parcel
Bofinger WMA. D. Gagne photo.
associated with this WMA in an effort to restore floodplain
forest in this area. This is in addition to the floodplain
restoration work that was started last year as detailed in previous reports. Funding for this work
comes from an Aquatic Resource Mitigation grant awarded to TNC by the Department of
Environmental Services (DES).

REGION 2 – CENTRAL NH

An abandoned fairway at the former Ragged Mountain
golf course, now part of the Danbury Bog WMA.
Access being secured by Denyce and Eric will allow us
to maintain this valuable wildlife habitat. J. Oehler
photo.

Cardigan Mountain State Forest, Orange - DNCR
Forester Tom Natale has completed the planning
and layout of a harvest on this 5,600-acre
property. Two clearcuts (>5 acres), nine patches
(2-5 acres), and two shelterwood areas will be
harvested to create young forest habitat and
promote regeneration of both softwoods and
hardwoods. These areas will resprout vigorously
with young hardwood trees soon after harvest
creating excellent food and cover for deer, moose,
grouse, and several other wildlife.

Danbury Bog WMA, Danbury – In the early 2000s
the Department acquired a portion of the former Ragged Mountain golf course as mitigation for
wetland impacts associated with the resort’s expansion of their snow making system. All of the golf
course infrastructure was removed and it’s now succeeding into valuable old field habitat, which
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needs to be maintained. However, access to this property is very poor. Denyce with assistance from
Eric Pospesil, our new licensed land surveyor, are in the process of establishing an agreement with
the resort to obtain appropriate legal access. Annual mowing will begin this summer and Denyce will
be working up a plan to maintain the field edges moving forward.
Ellis Hatch WMA, New Durham and Middleton - A timber harvest that began during the winter of
2018/19 was completed last winter. The harvest included creating young forest habitat via clearcuts,
thinning in hemlock stands to enhance deer wintering habitat and in mixed hardwood stands to
improve mast production of retained oaks, and groups to regenerate oak and improve mast
production within a 180-acre project area. The Department received over $65,000 in revenue from
this harvest. DNCR Forester Tom Natale administered this sale.

Evolution of a Clearcut - Kearsarge WMA
Top: 2014 Clearcuts with
Mt Kearsarge in the Background.
Top left: 2nd growing season after harvest. Trees are
starting to sprout from stumps and roots. Ferns,
wildflowers, and forbs have seeded in. Growth is
about knee high.
Top right: 5th growing season after harvest. Trees are
now about head high. Raspberries and blackberries
abound.

Right: 1999/2000 Clearcut
20 years later the trees that sprouted from roots and
stumps after the harvest are 3-6 inches in diameter
and growing out of the young forest habitat stage.
Given young forest is temporary, but greatly needed
by many wildlife, we continually create it through
periodic timber sales on the Kearsarge WMA and
several other properties.
J. Oehler photos.
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Kearsarge WMA, Andover – The planning is nearly complete for a harvest that will include 13 patches
and clearcuts ranging in size from 0.6-18 acres to create young forest. Forty-six acres in total will be
regenerated. We are aiming to maintain 5-15% of this ~1,000-acre property in young forest for the
wildlife benefits it provides. With this harvest, plus the young forest created in 2014, we will have
reached 7%. The habitat benefits of young forest lasts for only 10-20 years so as patches that were
previously harvested grow out of the young forest stage, additional ones will be created through future
timber harvests.
Kimball Hill WMA, Groton – A heavy rain event last July contributed to intensifying erosion that was
already in place from an October 2017 rain event when NHFG was in the process of acquiring the
property. The surrounding region also saw significant damage resulting in a federal disaster being
declared for both events. Jim Oehler, Habitat Program Supervisor, continues to coordinate with FEMA
to obtain funding to repair the damage. We are currently awaiting an estimate of available funding
from FEMA.
Kona WMA, Moultonborough – Tom Natale is planning the
2nd entry in a 130-acre project area. The upcoming
timber harvest will focus primarily on single tree selection
(126 acres) to further promote the establishment of
understory cover and oak/pine regeneration that
developed after the previous harvest in 2004/05, plus four
acres of small groups to promote hemlock for wintering
cover.

The 2004/05 harvest at Kona WMA opened up
the canopy a bit so that sunlight could hit the
forest floor and spur on the next generation of
forest and improve wildlife cover. The
upcoming harvest at Kona will carry on with
this effort. J. Oehler photo.

Laramie WMA, Enfield – Jim Oehler has been coordinating
the replacement of the footbridge at the trail head to Cole
Pond Trail on the Laramie WMA. Cole Pond is a remote
trout fishing pond. The trail also provides access to a
significant portion of the WMA for other wildlife-based
recreationalists. This project could not be completed
without the extensive help of the Cardigan Highlanders
Volunteer Trail Crew who will be building the bridge
abutments, on-off ramps, and handrails. The actual
bridge was donated by Supreme Industries and John
Brown and Sons. John Brown is also donating the bridge
installation. The Transmission Line Maintenance Division
at Eversource helped with coordination.

Lower Shaker WMA, Enfield – Denyce is coordinating
Round 4 of invasive exotic plant control, which will be completed this summer. Approximately 36
acres of field and hedgerow originally treated in 2018 will receive a targeted follow up application to
hit any plants that were missed or that have since germinated. This is part of a larger project to
restore grassland habitat and feather field edges. She is also developing a plan to maintain existing
aspen patches, developed through past habitat management, through rotational mowing with a
brontosaurus mower.
The timber sale slated to begin last winter did not occur due to contractor schedules. This project has
a 2-year contract so harvesting should occur this coming winter. This harvest will include four
clearcuts to create young forest habitat with an average size of 13 acres each, plus clearing a 100foot buffer around existing fields to create a feathered edge, which will be maintained with a
4
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brontosaurus in the future. Post-harvest, this property will have 7% young forest, which is right in the
mid-range of the 5-15% that we typically shoot for on our larger properties. In addition to the habitat
benefits derived from this project, the Department will receive over $60,000 in revenue.
Mascoma WMA, Canaan – Denyce secured management access to the southern half of this property
through the abutting Mascoma Regional High School. This is the only feasible access to the southern
half of the property since the removal of a severely undersized culvert in 2010 that crossed the
Mascoma River. The culvert needed to be removed as it was causing significant river bank erosion
and prohibited fish passage. With access secured, Denyce will be making a plan to reclaim
significant old field and shrubland habitat on the property that hasn’t been managed since we lost
access. Additionally, Denyce will coordinate with the Nongame Program to include planning to
enhance key habitat components for sensitive species that occur on the property. The main access
off Goose Pond Road continues to be the public access point.
Owl Brook WMA, Holderness – A harvest on the western tract of Owl Brook was delayed due to
contractor schedules but will be completed next winter. One-quarter to two acre groups will be cut
resulting in 26 acres of mixed hardwood and softwood regeneration. This new young growth will
provide woody browse for moose and deer, enhance understory cover for several species of
songbirds, and enhance mast production. Tom Natale is also overseeing this project which will bring
in nearly $36,000 in revenue.
Prescott State Forest, Laconia - In partnership with DNCR, NHFG Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne
coordinated brontosaurus mowing last October on this state forest to reclaim and maintain an old
apple orchard and field edges. DNCR previously coordinated herbiciding invasive exotic plants in the
project area which will be retreated this fall. A commercial harvest at a later date will remove the
overstory and create a feathered edge around the fields. Apple trees will be surveyed and entered into
NHFG’s apple tree database with plans to prune them in the near future. Thereafter the apple orchard
will be maintained via periodic brontosaurus mowing.
Ruger WMA South, Newport and Grantham - The Ruger South WMA has an internal woods road
system that includes an ~200-foot-long dike and eight-foot bridge system that creates an
impoundment with a heron rookery. The bridge got plugged by debris last year. With nowhere for the
water to go, it eroded the north side of the bridge abutment during a high rain event. We are currently
assessing how best to rectify the damage. A contract will likely be needed to obtain engineering
design assistance. Eric is taking the lead on this project with assistance from Jim.

Erosion and other damage caused to the dike and bridge
system at Ruger South WMA. J. Oehler photo.

The wetland created by the dike. J. Oehler photo.
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Ruger WMA North, Croydon – Sam Taylor is working on laying out a timber harvest on this property
that will include four clearcuts, each approximately 15 acres to create young forest habitat. We strive
to attain 5-15% young forest on our larger properties for all of the wildlife benefits that it provides.
With this harvest this 1,300-acre property will be at 8%.

REGION 3 – SOUTHEAST NH
Adams Point WMA, Durham – Denyce coordinated
the 3rd entry with the brontosaurus along the field
edges at Adams Point WMA last winter. Originally
started by former State Lands Habitat Biologist
John Lanier and Department Forester Brian
Lemire, young trees and shrubs were allowed to
grow in along a buffer to the bay and groups of
gray dogwood provided structure and soft mast
scattered throughout the field. Denyce mowed the
buffer along the bay, leaving some oak, hickory,
and cedar standing. Most of the dogwood was
regenerated, and the understory of the forest was
mowed adjacent to the field edges to contribute to
a feathered edge. Doug Cygan, Invasive Species
Coordinator with the Department of Agriculture,
Markets, and Food has volunteered to follow up the
bronto work by treating the numerous species of
invasive plants property-wide. Doug’s work will be
at no cost to NHFG.

A brontosaurus mowing back the field edges at Adams
Point WMA. D. Gagne photo.

Bear Brook State Park, Allenstown – Work on
the Bear Brook State Park (BBSP)
management plan continued. This
comprehensive plan will cover all aspects of
management in the park from recreation to
forest management and fish and wildlife
conservation. The park is perhaps one of the
most important DNCR state reservations with
regard to wildlife conservation when
considering the sheer number and diversity of
wildlife species known to inhabit it. The fish
Wetlands Ecologist Melissa Doperalski scanning Hayes
and wildlife chapter was completed previously.
Marsh at Bear Brook State Park for turtles, waterfowl, and
Since then, Habitat Program Supervisor Jim
other wildlife. J. Oehler photo.
Oehler has been working with Wetlands
Ecologist Melissa Doperalski to assess recreational trails in the park from a wildlife perspective.
Some wildlife certainly gets used to our presence in the woods and on the trail, but not all do. Trail
use can and does have impacts on wildlife including reduced abundance, reproduction, and survival.
Jim and Melissa reviewed the trails via maps and in-the-field reconnaissance to determine if any
should be rerouted or discontinued. Recommendations were recently shared with the BBSP
6
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Technical Team and will be discussed further in the near future. For more information on siting
recreational trails with wildlife in mind visit www.wildnh.com/trails. If you would like to provide input
into the management planning process visit https://www.nhstateparks.org/about-us/commissionscommittees/bear-brook-state-park-management-plan-committee to keep informed of the process.
Bellamy WMA, Dover – A brontosaurus mower was onsite last winter mowing back areas that were
originally treated in 2009-10. Back then approximately 16 acres were clearcut, while additional areas
were hand cut or mowed to stimulate stump sprouting and root suckering, particularly of aspen. The
vegetation responded accordingly and provided thick wildlife cover for several years. It was now time
to revisit those areas to maintain that good cover before the trees get too large for the brontosaurus to
handle efficiently. Denyce coordinated this work in collaboration with the Nongame Program as the
Bellamy WMA is in a New England cottontail restoration focus area. In addition to cottontails, this
work will benefit American woodcock, ruffed grouse, and songbirds such as yellow warbler and bluewinged warbler among others.
Crommet and Lubberland Creek WMA, Newmarket and Durham – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is
working his way through the planning process for a harvest on the southern portion of this WMA.
Twenty-acres will be harvested in ½-1-acre groups to promote the establishment of understory cover
and oak/pine regeneration. On-the-ground harvesting should begin this coming winter.
Conner Farm WMA, Exeter – Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne is working on a plan to mow back the
field edges with a brontosaurus mower to maintain and expand a feathered edge of alder and young
hardwoods. Mowing will promote root suckering and stump sprouting that will prompt the spread of
the alders, creating a wider and more valuable field edge for wildlife. This work will expand upon the
timber harvest that occurred a few winters ago that included 1-2 acre groups some of which also
occurred along the field edge.
Soucook WMA, Concord - The Soucook WMA in Concord has been cleaned up and is ready for use
by fishermen, hunters, and wildlife watchers. Fish and Game’s Habitat Program and Facilities and
Lands staff spent 2 days cleaning up the property a few weeks ago. Assistance, in various forms, was
provided by the City of Concord, our neighbors at Concord Sand and Gravel and even the DES
Hazardous Waste Division and State Police Bomb Squad who evaluated potentially hazardous
substances found onsite. A 30-yard dumpster was filled with all manner of household trash, old
mattresses, furniture, a hot tub, tires, and a variety of other items. To deter future dumping, parking
will now be provided roadside rather than in the interior of the property.

One of the piles of dumped garbage at the Soucook WMA
in Concord. J. Oehler photo.

It took Facilities and Lands and Habitat Program staff 2
days and a 30 yard dumpster to clean up the mess.
J. Oehler photo.
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REGION 4 – SOUTHWEST NH
Farrar Marsh WMA, Hillsborough – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor completed all of the planning for a
harvest on approximately 115 acres of this 470-acre WMA. Due to contractor schedules, the harvest
was not completed over the winter but will begin next winter. This will be the second entry in this
area. The first entry occurred in 2000 and was implemented by DNCR Forester Inge Seaboyer. The
focus during that entry was strips adjacent to the marsh to create waterfowl nesting cover, 0.5-acre
groups to start regeneration of oak and pine, and crop tree release to release oak and increase mast
production. The next entry will continue on with groups to spur on the next generation of forest. In
addition to the habitat benefits of this work, the Department will receive over $47,000 in revenue from
this harvest.
Land Surveyor Eric Pospesil will be contracting out design work to replace a dilapidated forest
management bridge over Sand Brook that provides access to much of the southern half of this WMA.
The bridge will be overlaying a stone bridge that will need to be maintained for historic purposes.
Leonard WMA, Webster – Logging
contractors completed the harvest at
Leonard WMA last winter, finishing up a
job that was started the previous winter.
DNCR Forester Tom Natale administered
this project that included a shelterwood to
help regenerate oak and pine, crop tree
release to enhance acorn production of
retained oaks, and a couple of clearcuts to
create young forest in the southern half of
the property. It also included some patch
cuts to regenerate aspen in the northern
Harvesting at the Leonard WMA. It can look messy at first,
but vegetation will quickly resprout, creating valuable wildlife
section of the property where a small field
habitat. J. Oehler photo.
complex is located. The small field was
expanded to around 4 acres via stumping
after the harvest and will provide valuable woodcock singing grounds and wildlife foraging areas. The
field will continue to be maintained via periodic brush hogging. In addition to improving habitat, this
project brought in over $111,000 of revenue to the Department.
Low State Forest, Hillsborough – DNCR Forester Sam Taylor is working on a harvest on the southern
portion of this state forest not far from the Farrar Marsh WMA. Twenty-seven acres of group and
patch selection will be implemented to promote the establishment of understory cover and oak/pine
regeneration. This harvest should start up this fall.

LAND CONSERVATION NEWS
Betsey McNaughten, Land Agent, completed work on two land conservation projects and continues to
work on several others. Efforts to conserve land to add to our portfolio of WMAs and easements,
which will remain as wildlife habitat in perpetuity, is a very time consuming process that includes
negotiations with landowners, and both state and federal approvals of appraisals, deeds, grants, and
closing documents. No sizeable conservation project can be completed using a single funding
8
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source. We commonly need to partner with local and statewide land trusts, and they with us, to
accomplish common objectives. The marrying of different funding sources, each with its own
restrictions, cause further complications. Because of this it is common for projects to take a year or
more to come to fruition.
COMPLETED PROJECTS
Antos Donation, Newmarket - Ed and Eriko Antos donated 0.5 acre of land to the Department very
near the shores of Great Bay and abutting other Department lands. In addition to expanding a buffer
to Great Bay, the value of this property will help leverage more than $700,000 of federal funds that will
be used to help conserve the Surry Mountain Forest (see below).
Holland Property, Sutton - This 123-acre property was added onto the Cascade Marsh WMA. Total
acreage of the WMA is now nearly 680 acres. The Holland parcel contains several wetlands, old
sand and gravel pits that are growing in, and hemlock forest. An easement already exists on the
property purchased by the State of NH through the Land Conservation Investment Program of the
1980s and 90s. The purchase of the remaining fee interest brings the property under the
Department's full control, allowing us to manage it to maintain and improve wildlife habitat, and
protect the integrity of the marsh. The purchase also extinguished a 5-acre buildable lot that was
reserved outside of the easement.
PROJECTS IN PROCESS
Surry Mountain Forest Conservation Easement, Gilsum - The Department is partnering with TNC to
conserve this 1,300-acre property that abuts the 1,600+ acre Surrey Mountain Lake Flood Control
Area. The Department will hold a conservation easement aimed at conserving the property's habitat
values, and public access for hunting, fishing, and wildlife watching, among other things. The property
has a tremendous oak resource that provides an important food source for area wildlife including
deer, bear, wild turkey, ruffed grouse, and more than a dozen other birds and mammals, and is known
as an important hunting ground in the area. This project should be completed over the summer.
Walker Conservation Easement, Durham - Although small in size (~25 acres), the protection of this
parcel will help to fill in a piece of a conservation puzzle that includes over 2,000 acres of abutting
lands conserved through the efforts of the Great Bay Resource Protection Partnership and now
owned either by the Department, TNC, the Forest Society, or NH Audubon. This property contains a
couple of large wetland complexes that connect to abutting properties and Appalachian oak-pine
woodland. TNC will hold the fee interest while the Department will hold a conservation easement. This
project is slated to close this summer.
Hecken Property, Fitzwilliam – The owner of 113 acres abutting the Pearly Lake WMA in Rindge
reached out to us to see if the Department was interested in purchasing his property located just over
the town line in Fitzwilliam. This property holds good habitat values including a 32-acre emergent
marsh/bog system. The property is currently being appraised. Thereafter, we’ll see if the landowner
will agree to the offer.
Ammonoosuc River Forest Conservation Easement, Bethlehem – The Department is partnering with
the Forest Society to conserve 253 acres along the Ammonoosuc River between Route 302 and the
White Mountain National Forest. Fish Habitat funds are being contributed to this effort which will
result in a conservation easement focused on protecting important fish habitat and providing access
for fishermen. The Forest Society will be the landowner.
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The emergent marsh/bog system on the Hecken Property.
J. Oehler photo.

Fishermen on the stretch of the river that flows through the
Ammonoosuc River Forest in Bethlehem. T. Howe photo.

OTHER WMA STEWARDSHIP
WMA Boundaries – Eric Pospesil, the Habitat Program’s new licensed land surveyor has been busy
getting up to speed on the status of WMA boundaries including what has been marked in the recent
past and developing priorities for future marking. Boundaries need to be blazed, painted, and signed
every 10-15 years to ensure visitors to the properties and our abutters know the extent of our
ownerships, and to ensure habitat management projects stay within our bounds. Through Eric’s
efforts, we have already awarded contracts to mark 23.5 miles of boundary at a cost of just under
$19,500 (Table 1) and are working on another series of contracts to mark another 35.2 miles (Table
2). Plus, he’ll be marking Hirst WMA in Boscawen and Beaver Brook WMA in New Durham on his
own (another 5.4 miles).

Table 1. Boundary maintenance currently under contract.
Property
Cascade Marsh WMA
Lower Shaker WMA
Union Meadows WMA
Ellis Hatch Jr WMA

Town
Sutton
Enfield
Wakefield,
Durham, Brookfield, and
Middleton

Miles of Boundary
6.6
6.7
2.7
7.5

Table 2. Boundary maintenance contracts in process.
Property
Piscassic WMA
Conner Farm WMA
Forest Peters WMA
Doles Marsh WMA
Woodman Marsh WMA
Lamontagne WMA

Town
Newfields, Epping, Exeter
Exeter
Northwood
Northwood, Deerfield
Northwood
Northwood, Deerfield

Miles of Boundary
17.9
2.7
5.7
1.6
1.7
5.6
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Mowing – Over 185 acres on 22 properties will be mowed this year to maintain valuable field habitat.
The Habitat Program does its best to maintain a reasonable rotation of field mowing but factors such
as mechanical issues, staff workload (the Program is still down one full-time position), and additional
property acquisitions has made it difficult to accomplish mowing goals every year. As such, 87 acres
will be outsourced to contractors at a total cost of $9,300.
Apple Pruning – Denyce has been busy developing and populating a database of apple trees on state
lands. Lately she’s been working on a contract to prune apples at Glenn's Cove WMA in Newington,
Connor Farm WMA in Exeter, and Henry Laramie WMA, in Enfield. Pruning will improve tree health
and apple production. Apples are an important food source for a variety of wildlife.
Other stewardship issues – Each week Habitat Program,other NHFG staff, or visitors to our WMAs
find and report on stewardship issues they find on WMAs. Each issue takes significant staff time to
track down and address. Following is a sample of issues that were addressed during the first half of
the year.



















Adams Point WMA, Durham – Rachel Stevens and other staff removed graffiti from the kiosk at
the WMA and on wooden railings at the boat access area. The Durham Historic Association
will be working to remove graffiti from the historic Adams family monument.
Bellamy WMA, Dover – Jim Oehler and Eric Pospesil continue to work with the Attorney
General’s office to rectify a boundary line dispute with an abutter. This dispute also includes
the City of Dover over ownership of the road located between the WMA and the abutter.
Cemetery Hill WMA, Sunapee – Denyce will be installing a small parking area this fall. There is
currently no appropriate place for visitors to park resulting in frequent use of the private in-lot
as a turn-around.
Ellis Hatch Jr WMA, New Durham – Jim and Eric continue to work with the Attorney General’s
office to rectify a significant encroachment from abutters who extended their foot print beyond
their boundaries with a garage, a shed, and other improvements onto the WMA.
Kearsarge WMA, Andover – Region 3 Biologist Pat Tate assisted Denyce with repairing a gate
damaged by an unknown party to gain vehicular access to the property. Additional work will be
needed through contract to reset the locking post.
Kona WMA, Moultonborough – Denyce will be working with contractors to block off illegal
access points being used by OHRVs.
Lamontagne WMA, Deerfield – Denyce and Eric, with assistance from Eversource and DNCR
Forest Rangers, cleaned up an extensive campsite and blocked several unauthorized OHRV
trails that enter the property from several points including the abutting powerline right of way.
Lower Shaker WMA, Enfield – Unpermitted maple tapping was reported by a visitor to the
property. An extensive pipeline and collection system was installed without permission from
the Department. Jim made some inquiries to determine who the party was and asked them to
remove the system.
Pemigewasset WMA, Campton – Betsey and Jim continue to worth with the Attorney General’s
office to re-secure management and public access to this WMA that was obliterated by the
abutter when making improvements to their property.
Piscassic WMA, Newfields – Region 3 Biologist Pat Tate assisted Denyce with repairing a gate
purposely broken by others. We will also be restoring a small parking area on north end of
Cubie Rd and coordinating with the local snowmobile club to ensure interior gates are closed in
a timely fashion after the snowmobile season to prevent damage to wetlands and habitats from
OHRVs. Eric also found a few neighbors encroaching on the WMA while reconning boundaries
for boundary maintenance contracts.
11
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Ruger North WMA, Croydon – Jim Oehler found and reported buckets of hazardous waste to
DES who helped with appropriate disposal. Jim continues to work with the Attorney General’s
office to address unpermitted disposal of fill and damage to stonewalls by abutters improving a
Class VI town road that travels through a portion of this property. Denyce will be working with
contractors to gate or otherwise block several log landings to deter OHRV activity, illegal target
shooting, and dumping. Wetland areas that OHRVs are currently traveling through and
damaging will also be blocked.

HABITAT PROGRAM WELCOMES NEW STAFF
Eric Pospesil, Land Surveyor
In January, the Habitat Program welcomed Eric Pospesil as our
new Land Surveyor. Eric will be helping to steward the
Department’s nearly 60,000 acres of Wildlife Management
Areas. He will be working to ensure our more than 530 miles of
property boundaries are well marked and maintained to make it
easier for land managers, visitors, and our neighbors to
understand the extent of our ownerships. He will also be
evaluating and addressing boundary line encroachments,
performing surveys in support of new land acquisitions, access
easements, and engineering for infrastructure projects, as well
as updating our land files to meet industry standards. Eric
comes to us from Horizons Engineering where he served for 12
years as their Survey Manager working on projects as diverse
as property surveys for land conservation projects to surveying
locations of chair lift mounts at ski areas, which required
extremely high accuracy for helicopter installation.
Eric Pospesil, new NHFG licensed Land
Eric received an undergraduate degree from Lyndon State
Surveyor at work at the Kimball Hill
College in VT where he majored in outdoor recreation and
WMA in Groton. J. Oehler photo.
management, and studied surveying at White Mountains
Community College. He is an avid hiker, mountain biker, and
rock climber which will keep him in good shape for traversing the backwoods of our WMAs. He is very
much looking forward to assisting the Department with the stewardship of our WMAs and we feel very
fortunate to have attracted someone with Eric’s extensive background.
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Jake Debow, Region 1 Biologist

Jake DeBow, the new Region 1
Biologist.
J. Oehler photo.

In February, the Habitat Program welcomed Jacob (Jake)
DeBow as the new Region 1 Wildlife Biologist located in
Lancaster. Jake will be partnering with forestland owners and
foresters in the North Country to incorporate wildlife habitat
considerations into forest management decisions – a service
that Fish and Game has been providing since the 1940s. Jake
will also participate in a wide range of regional activities to
include grouse and woodcock surveys, deer and moose
registration, duck and goose banding, deer yard surveys,
pheasant stocking and implementation of our habitat grants
program, to name a few. Jake’s extensive experience in wildlife
conflict management stemming from his work as a bear
technician with USDA Wildlife Services and his experience
working for his family’s wildlife control business, will be put to
good use in dealing with bear/human conflicts in the North
Country. His experience as a moose researcher in Vermont and

as a moose research technician in New Hampshire makes him a valuable asset to our moose and
deer management programs as well.
Jake received his undergraduate wildlife degree from UNH and his M.S. in Wildlife from the University
of Vermont, where he oversaw Vermont’s recently completed moose research project. Jake is an avid
hunter, trapper and angler, and he has considerable experience working and playing in the woodlands
of northern New England. His extensive wildlife background including significant hands-on work in the
field, will be an asset to our Program, Division, our Department, and our diverse constituents.
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